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1

Introduction
Smart Metering is a frequently used term for energy measurement systems using
communication and digital technologies. The first stage is Automated Meter
Reading (AMR) systems, which only communicate one way from the meter to the
utility. AMR saves time on meter reading, but does not bring the systemic benefits
of Smart Metering. Advanced Meter Management (AMM) systems or Smart
Metering is first and foremost characterized by two-way communication between
the meter and the utility via the intelligent metering system, and in the best case
through on In-Home Display (IHD) or any other possible unit (PC, smartphone,
TV), between the utility and the customer.
Consumer energy displays include a range of devices and services, such as In
Home Displays (IHD's), real-time online user interfaces (UI's) and Smartphone
applications. The purpose of all of these is to collect accurate, real-time
information on the customer’s energy usage and feed this back to the customer
while also helping them understand their usage and how they can better manage it.
One recent research by VaasaETT /Stromback & all 2011/ discovered the
potential and limitations of a range of feedback and dynamic pricing programs
enabled through smart metering technologies. In comparison with the other
feedback channels, IHD resulted in the highest energy savings. The other channels
for feedback, webpage, and informative bills produced almost equal consumption
reduction levels. Quite possibly, the key advantage the IHD offers over the
remaining channels for feedback is the almost real-time and visible aspects of the
delivery of feedback. The detail results of VaasaETT’s research concerning IHD
have been reviewed in chapter 3.
In UK which is the pioneer country of IHD in Europe there is a special
Association named CEDIG (Consumer Energy Display Industry Group) which
has been set up within BEAMA /CEDIG/. It is looking after IHD manufacturers in
the UK. A key interest of CEDIG is getting direct access to the data from the
metering system for use in consumer systems.
In Finland IHD or real-time electricity feedback in smart metering has not played
any important role so far. Only very few Distribution System Operators (DSO) or
electricity retailers are offering IHD-solutions although customers are interested
about real-time feedback. For example Fortum and Vattenfall have been active in
this area. Fortum’s piloting of IHDs is described shortly in reference /Heiskanen
& all 2012/. After piloting Fortum decided to start marketing standalone display
devices (Fortum Kotinäyttö) in the beginning of 2012. Vattenfall is now
marketing a system named EnergyWatch which has not a separate display unit.
PC or smartphone will be used as customer interface. Fortum Kotinäyttö and
Vattenfall EnergyWatch are standalone type systems and therefore not connected
to the AMM.
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Also the research of consumer energy displays in Finland is in its early stages.
One report from different consumer energy display systems is available in Finnish
/Similä, Pihala 2010/.
This report gathers together the results of recent real-time electricity feedbackresearch, gives an overview of IHD situation in Finland and reports the results of
an inquiry sent to those customers who are participating in the load control pilot
of Helen Electricity Network Ltd. and using IHD. Also the NIALM issues are
discussed. NIALM will be a powerful tool for feedback of electricity use and
other applications as well. Finnish company MX Electrix Oy is developing eQLmetering system for this application.
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2

Different IHD types

2.1

General
In-House Displays (IHD) are a relatively new type of display-devices which can
be hanged on the wall or they can sit on a table. IHD provide close to real-time
information about household electricity consumption. They can also provide a
variety of other data. For example they can allow people to set daily budgets for
how much they want to spend, inform them of their success, what the current
price of electricity is, show estimates of greenhouse gases and provide
information on how much they have spent so far for example in this month. IHDs
provide households with real-time and historical information on their electricity
usage and costs. Additional feedback content that are sometimes offered on the
IHD are peer comparisons (showing the consumption rate of neighbours or
consumers with similar conditions), and appliance specific consumption (breaking
down the energy usage of individual appliances in the home). The home screen
for the dynamic display unit is the key screen that the customer always sees when
the device is switched on, while further information can be gained if desired
through navigating to other screens.

2.2

Standalone IHD
Standalone IHD systems can be installed in any household whatever the billing
electricity meter is. Some systems measure only electric currents and in power
calculation the voltage is supposed to be nominal like 230 V. Therefore they show
household total apparent power S = 230 V x (IL1 + IL2 + IL3) A in the screen. It
may differ from active power depending on the local voltage level and reactive
power consumption of household appliances. For example the error can be more
than 10 %, if the power factor is less 0,9 /Similä, Pihala 2010/. In these systems
electric currents are measured with clip-on current transformers placed around the
electric main cables (Fig.1). Example of this kind system is efergy which is
presented in chapter 4.3.

Fig.1. Clip-on current transformers.
Other possibility is to measure active power via the electric meter (either through
an optical port, or by sensing the meters actions, Fig. 2). These systems are more
accurate than systems based on clip-on current transformers but the billing meter
has to be electronic. Examples of this kind system are Fortum Kotinäyttö in
chapter 4.1 and Vattenfall EnergyWatch in chapter 4.2.
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Fig. 2 Example of optical sensor connected to electronic electricity meter.
The display portion may be remote from the measurement, communicating with
the sensor using a cable, network, power line communication, or using radio.
Online displays are also available which allow the user to use an internet
connected display to show near real-time consumption.

2.3

IHD connected to AMM
Advanced IHDs enable two-way communication between customers
and electricity utilities. The options include transferring information of dynamic
price to be displayed in real-time on the IHD. Advanced IHD that are compatible
with advanced metering management (AMM) infrastructure have only during the
last couple of years achieved piloting phase. Example of this kind of system is
Landis+Gyr ecoMeter in chapter 5.
In these systems the electricity meter communicates typically with the IHD by
using radio or Power Line Communication.
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3

Energy saving results by IHD in international pilots

3.1

General
VaasaETT’s findings and conclusions are based on a large pool of pilots. The
research /Stromback & all 2011/ involved collecting and comparing about 100
pilots. Typically, organisers divide participants in a pilot into sub-groups in order
to test different solutions, for instance different feedback types, different dynamic
pricing schemes, a group with home automation and one without, etc. Hence, the
pilots were broken down into 460 samples. The samples were then analysed
according to 22 different variables selected to gauge internal structural pilot
variables influencing success as well as outside market factors which might also
impact a pilot outcome. In total, over 450,000 residential consumers were
involved in the reviewed pilots. Feedback pilots are designed to help participants
reduce their overall energy consumption, lowering distribution and supply costs.

3.2

IHD compared to other feedback methods
Feedback pilots are designed to help consumers reduce their overall energy
consumption, lowering distribution and supply costs. In comparison with the other
feedback channels, IHD resulted in the highest energy savings (Fig.3). The
remaining channels for feedback; webpage, and informative billing; produced
almost equal consumption reduction levels (in some cases they were used together
in combination). Quite possibly, the key advantage the IHD offers over the
remaining forms of feedback is the almost real-time aspect which enables
participants to link their actions to their energy usage practically in real-time.

Fig 3. Overall consumption reduction as per feedback pilot type /Stromback & all
2011/.
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3.3

Regional comparison
Though the sample sizes for some of the pilot types would be too small to
demonstrate relevant results on their own, the aggregated results show that
European participants are among the most responsive to smart meter enabled
programs (Fig.4) and this despite relatively low national consumption. It has long
been known that culture plays an important part in consumer reaction to programs
and these finding serve to confirm this. Also, Europeans should be cautious about
comparing themselves directly to other regions and making assumptions about the
results of a similar program in Europe. Results could be consistently higher and
program requirements will also be different. It is important to note that there is
more of an emphasis on pilots testing feedback as well as pricing in the USA, as
opposed to only feedback in Europe. In summary, programs should be adjusted to
fit local culture and local requirements.

Fig 4. Feedback pilots and area trial /Stromback & all 2011/.

3.4

Length of pilot
Longer lasting IHD pilots seem to yield better results than pilots lasting for half a
year and less (Fig.5). This may be due to the technical nature of using an IHD. A
new IHD device requires time for participants to adjust to the new display,
understand the information on show as well as making it into a daily routine. It
could also be explained by the fact that the longer the pilot went on, the easier it
was for participants to notice a trend in energy consumption and directly link their
action to their energy usage which might motivate them to continue or increase
their energy saving activities.
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Fig. 5.Duration of IHD pilots and energy saving /Stromback & all 2011/.

3.5

Number of participants
Many small pilots, of 50 households or less, have been carried out in Europe and
it has sometimes been questioned whether the results can be translated into real
programs for a large number of customers. Fig. 6 suggests that there is a direct
correlation between the number of participants taking part in an IHD pilot and the
reduction in electricity consumption. It may seem that the smaller the number of
participants, the greater the level of consumption reduction. However, this does
not automatically mean that pilots with a large number of participants are not
successful and do not provide a foundation for future initiatives. VaasaETT’s
research shows that the largest pilots have mostly focused around offering only
one type of feedback information to the participants (possibly as an attempt to
limit costs). To the contrary, the vast majority of the pilots with smaller number of
participants offered at least two different forms of feedback on their displays.
Almost 40% of IHD pilots had less than 49 participants.
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Fig 6.Sample size and energy conservation in IHD pilots /Stromback & all 2011/.

3.6

Role of education
As figure 7 shows, the use of education14 on IHD pilot participants has a
negligible difference on their overall consumption reduction. IHDs offer enough
opportunities to learn through the experiential learning cycle such that extra
education is not as useful. Indeed, IHDs allow consumers to directly link their
actions to their consumption in real-time. Provided that the display is userfriendly, consumers may learn a lot about their energy usage by "playing" and
testing the display.

Fig. 7. Influence of education on energy conservation in IHD trials /Stromback &
all 2011/.
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4

Real-time electricity feedback activity in Finland

4.1

Fortum: Kotinäyttö
Fortum’s piloting of IHDs is described more deeply in reference /Heiskanen & all
2012/. After piloting Fortum decided to start marketing standalone display devices
(Fortum Kotinäyttö) in the beginning of 2012.
During spring 2011 Fortum started a field test. In 180 households were installed
different standalone IHDs which showed real-time electricity data in displays in
8-10 seconds interval. Sensors were installed outside electronic electricity meters
to follow the blinking of led-light output in the front panel of a meter. This data
was transferred to displays by using radio communication.
Three different displays were selected for testing: ONZO, GEO and
ENERGYWARE. Manufacturers made some modifications in displays according
to the needs of Fortum. GEO and ONZO are able send the data to internet and the
consumption is possible to follow also in own computer. ENERGYWARE stores
one week data in its own memory.
At the end of October 2011testing period was finalised and the displays were
gathered away from customers. As one result only one type of displays was
functioning properly. In the middle of testing period a phone interview was
carried out among some customers. Those which had a good functioning display
were satisfied. More functionality in displays like a longer consumption history
would be useful according to the answers. Also the consumption of appliances
interested but these devices were not able to monitor appliance consumption.
After this testing period Fortum decided to market GEO home-in displays /Fortum
Kotinäyttö/ in Finland (Fig. 8).

Fig.8. Display of Fortum kotinäyttö.
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4.2

Vattenfall: EnergyWatch
Vattenfall EnergyWatch electricity real-time feedback system was launched in
Finland during autumn 2012. It measures active power via the electric meter
through an optical port (Infrared or Led, fig.9). The system doesn’t include a
separate display unit. PC or smartphone with internet browser is used as customer
interface and therefore one can follow anywhere household electricity use
/Vattenfall EnergyWatch/.

Fig. 9. Sensor and sender unit of Vattenfall EnergyWatch /Vattenfall
EnergyWatch/.
In order to send data EnergyWatch needs a wireless network (Wi-Fi or WLAN)
and internet-connection in the house. The strength of a wireless network must be
enough high in the proximity of the electric meter. PC is used for configuration of
the sender unit. After configuration the sender unit transmits data to internet by
using wireless EnergyWatchNet. All data is stored trough internet in the server
and customer can investigate his electricity use by PC or smartphone in the
address energywatch.fi.
EnergyWatch service has some special features. It tries to disaggregate different
appliance energy based on total power load data. This is the same idea as
explained more detailed in chapter 6 which deals the NIALM system. In this case
only total active power is available and the second-level power data is sent
through internet to the server where the transient-passing step change detection
algorithm calculates the power events. These events are voltage dependent which
means that appliance power event depends on the current voltage level. Resistive
load take power square to voltage (P = U2/R) and therefore the error in power
event detection is bigger than voltage difference. Voltage during day and night
can be different depending on the loading in the distribution network. In NIALM
this is avoided by using normalized power events. Most challenging task is to
specify and identify different appliances. The system gives opportunity for the
user the possibility to help the system.
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4.3

Efergy
Clas Ohlsson has marketed efergy wireless power meter in Finland since 2009.
The first version of efergy was tested shortly in reference /Similä, Pihala 2010,
liite B/. During four day period efergy measured 7 % less compared to the billing
meter. The main load was electrical heating. The main reason was the voltage
because the device assumes 230 V and in testing site the voltage varied between
235 V and 237 V or 3% more than nominal. Because resistive load take power
square to voltage (P = U2/R) the error is bigger than voltage difference. In the case
of the voltage is much lower than 230 V and the power factor less than 1 (motor
loads) measurement result of efergy can be even 30 % more than a billing meter.
The new version of standalone efergy-IHD is technically same as the previous. It
measures only electrical current by clip-on transformers (fig. 10) and sends the
data by radio (433 Mhz, ZigBee) to the display unit (fig.11). In this new version
data can be read from display unit to PC by using a USB-port. In PC data can be
visualized by a special software.

Fig.10 Clip-on current transformer and sender.

Fig.11. Display unit of efergy-IHD.
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4.4

Ensto eVahti
Finnish company Ensto Finland Oy is marketing eVahti metering system, which is
able to measure electricity, heat consumption and water consumption /Ensto
eVahti/. The measurement of heat and water is possible by eVahti, if these meters
have pulse output. A separate measurement unit with current transformers is
installed in distribution board and the data is sent wireless (2,4 GHz Zigbee) to the
energy display (fig.12). Display shows in the middle the real time consumption
(4.57 kW) and the limit between the green and red lines shows the average
consumption during the last seven days. For outside temperature measurement a
wireless sensor can be installed. The display can be installed on a wall in a rack
which at the same time is the charger for batteries inside the display.

Fig. 12 Ensto eVahti: energy display.

4.5

Home automation systems
There are many home automation system manufacturers in Finland. Nowadays
also these systems have usually the option of real-time electricity metering and
display. In the following some Finnish systems which have the ability to real-time
electricity feedback are shortly introduced.

4.5.1

EBTS – EKE building technology
EBTS is an integrated home automation system which includes HVACautomation, security, measurement, lighting control and service manual functions.
EBTS is a wired system and therefore most economical in new building
construction. The origin of EBTS is in train automation systems. These home
systems have been installed in more than 300 Finnish houses /EBTS/.
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EBTS system is installed in the electricity distribution board of a house. The
separate units of EBTS are installed in DIN trails. Between the units the
communication is via EBTS –bus.
Electricity consumption monitoring in this system is based on measuring the
currents and voltages separately, power factor is estimated and supposed to be
constant. Every separately monitored appliance needs own current transformers in
the distribution board and separate estimation of appliance power factor.
The user-interface of EBTS-system can be pc, video game console or mobile
phone. The use of the system doesn’t need real-time internet connection.
4.5.2

Asema system
Asema system is a monitoring and control system where Asema E (fig. 13) acts as
the central control logic of an Asema network. Primarily targeted at detached
houses, at its core it is a small computer with advanced energy saver logic and
networking capability built in. It can be controlled with a convenient, presence
aware touchscreen or anywhere with an easy browser interface /Asema/.
No new cabling is required to install the Asema system. Appliances and lights
are controlled by small radio controlled modules which are plugged in to the
power cords of appliances. The Asema system is easy to install - and use - in
existing or new homes of all sizes from villas to small apartments.
The Asema E supports wireless integration to an electricity meter. It can receive
both momentary and cumulative energy consumption data in real time from the
smart meter and displays it in graphs and gauges. Asema A1 is a power meter
adapter for the Aidon 6000 series smart meter. With the adapter the Aidon smart
meter can use Asema E as a display and storage of electricity consumption
information. Asema M2 is a standalone, DIN rail mountable power meter for three
phase measurement. It is targeted at "pre-smart" houses, i.e. households that do
not yet have a smart meter or do not wish to connect to it.

Fig. 13 Asema E central unit acts also as an energy display.
4.5.3

There Tonttu, Fortum Fiksu
Tonttu /There Tonttu/ is a product package for the owners of electrically heated
holiday homes in Finland. Fortum Fiksu /Fortum Fiksu/ is a system for controlling
electric heating in homes, which have electrically heated water storage and
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radiator or floor heating system. Both systems are based on open ThereGate
platform. ThereGate integrates different systems and equipment used in buildings
and homes for remote data acquisition, control and automation. It is a hub that
allows for cost efficient connection of many systems and devices to each other, to
the network, to back-end systems and to the users with easy, ubiquitous interfaces.
ThereGate is a development of the Nokia Home Control Center (HCC).
Both systems have also a feature for monitoring household total electricity
consumption in real time. A sensor with sending unit (fig. 14) is installed in the
front panel of electricity meter and it is wirelessly sending real-time active power
data to a ThereGate –unit which uses LAN or 3G to transmit the data to the user.
The user interface can be home computer, tablet or smart phone.

Fig. 14. A sensor with sending unit installed in electricity meter front panel /There
Tonttu/.
4.5.4

Ensto eOhjain
Ensto eOhjain has the same functions as Ensto eVahti but it has also some control
functions /Ensto eOhjain/. The control can be performed locally or remotely by
mobile phones. The control of eOhjain is based on different modes (home, home
safely, away from home, away from home for a longtime). The devices connected
to the eOhjain can be control according to above mentioned modes.

4.5.5

Älysähkö
Älysähkö Finland Oy is a company which design and sells integrated home
automation systems which are based on components communicating via KNX bus
/Älysähkö/. The system can include HVAC-automation, security, measurement,
lighting control functions etc. KNX-compatible products are available in many
manufacturers. For example ABB has developed KNX-compatible energy
actuator which is able to switch loads and measure active power, voltage, current
and frequency /ABB Energy actuator/.
Älysähkö Finland Oy is importing also Control4 control system (USA). It is a
wireless system and user-interface can PC, TV or mobile phone (Apple, Android).
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4.6

Example of user feedback system with energy displays in a new
researcher hotel
A very modern researcher hotel has been built in Otaniemi Espoo and the hotel
was opened in the beginning of December 2012. Hotel gross floor area is 4200
m2, apartments sizes range from 29,5 m2 to 80,5 m2. Heating sources are district
heating, solar and geothermal energy. Ventilation has demand based control.
Building automation system (BAS) is web based system from Fidelix Oy /Visit
29.11.2012/
All apartments have own electricity meter which are read by BAS (fig. 15).

Fig. 15. Electricity meters of apartments in researcher hotel.
Every apartment has a consumer energy display (fig. 16), which are connected to
the BAS. The data of electricity meters is transmitted to these displays. The
displays show electricity, water and heat consumption in apartment level as well
property level. Also target level is shown.

Fig. 16. Example screen of energy display in an apartment.
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5

EcoMeter-IHD in dynamic load control pilot

5.1

General
Dynamic load control via smart metering systems was developed by Helen
Electricity Network and partners to replace traditional static time of use control
systems. An operating model for dynamic load control via smart metering systems
was developed. Two smart metering system manufacturers implemented the
model into their systems. Also Helen Electricity Network Ltd. updated its related
ICT systems to support the new operating model. Then the system was tested in
laboratory and entered field tests at the end of 2010. /Koponen & all 2011/.
Dynamic load control pilot managed by Helen Electricity Network Ltd. is based
on the utilization of remotely read meter in the control of electric heating on the
basis of the day-ahead market price. All test houses are full storage electrically
heated houses. The charging power is 30 kW or more. The first metering point
and house has been operating since 8 November 2010.
Now Helen Electricity Network has completed the mass rollout of 200,000 smart
meters with integrated energy management products provider Landis+Gyr. The
deployment in Helsinki, which took more than a year, saw both parties developing
a feature for dynamic load control of electric heating allowing for automatic
control of storage heaters. Under the initial phase, the innovative feature is used
for controlling heating in nearly 1,400 Helsinki homes that obtain their heat from
storage heaters, reaching around 40 megawatts. This feature is likely to be used to
control other related electrical loads.

5.2

EcoMeter IHD
In three houses were also installed ecoMeter P350 In-Home Display manufactured
by Landis+Gyr (fig.16). In these sites the remotely read meter type was
ENERMET E120GIME. The meter is sending radio signal to the P350 IHD and
thereby it is connected to AMM.
EcoMeter allows the following remote communication and information transfer
/ecoMeter P350, 2009/:
Designed to inform and educate, the ecoMeter P350 In-Home Display
empowers the consumer to be in control of their energy usage and enables
them to manage energy better.
Using Low Power Radio communication (wireless M-bus, EN 13757-4)
between the Landis+Gyr electricity meter and the ecoMeter, current and
historical electricity, gas, heat and water consumption details, with
associated costs, are displayed to the consumer.
Demand threshold indicators represent the current electricity consumption
of the consumer. Using a ‘traffic light‘ sequence from green to red, the
user can easily determine whether their consumption is low or high.
The ecoMeter P350 device is registered in the utility metering system and
current energy price and emission information can be sent to ecoMeter
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P350. These are then used in ecoMeter for calculating the current and
historical CO2 usage and costs for consumer.
Messaging functionality allows the utility to send infomation and alerts to
the consumer using the communication system from the utility to the
electricity meter, and on to the ecoMeter P350.

Fig.16 ecoMeter P350.

In the pilot sites only electricity is measured and sent to ecoMeters. Typical screen
of electrical energy is shown in fig.17. This screen is alternating every 15 sec. Bar
graph is showing the last hour’s power usage in kW. Each bar represents one
minute of energy usage.

Fig.17.Typical electrical energy usage screen.
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5.3

Inquiry results
Two of three customers who tested ecoMeter were professionals in electrical
energy sector. The third one was a layman. The installation of ecoMeter was done
at the same time when the necessary installations of the load control pilot were
carried out. The inquiry concerning the satisfaction of customers to ecoMeters
was sent when all three customers had used ecoMeter more than one year.
Professionals gave more detail answers, and the layman answered generally to be
satisfied with the information and function of ecoMeter.
The typical location of ecoMeters was entry of the house. EcoMeter needs
electrical socket near it for power supply and therefore it is not easy to change its
location.
The location of ecoMeter affects how often customers watch the actual power in
the screen. Entry of the house is a good place because every time one goes out or
comes in it is possible to look at the screen. Participants of this pilot followed the
screen at least once a day or sometimes more often. One participant read
frequently once a month the monthly kWh-data stored in ecoMeter. During one
year period the frequency of participants’ following up ecoMeter has not changed.
The lights on the front panel are useful in order to quickly check the loading level.
Especially in this load control pilot it was easy by ecoMeter to follow up the
remote control of hot water boiler because switching on or off the boiler changed
the loading lights in the front panel.
Radio signalling between electricity meter and ecoMeter was functioning mainly
well. One had some problems in communications during rainy weather because
the distribution board of billing meter was outside in the garden and the signal
was too weak although it was strengthened by plug-in adaptor connected to
outside electricity socket.
Power of individual, most consuming appliances is in principle possible to
recognize by following the display of ecoMeter when appliances switch on and
off. The biggest load, heater of water storage is easy to recognize but smaller one
are not so easy. In these pilots the professional persons in energy sectors could
estimate from the actual total power if it is in right scale compared to the
appliance stock they have in use.
The efficiency of electricity use has not changed in pilot sites in spite of using
energy displays because the use has already been very effective. The main reason
for this was that both inhabitants who participated on the pilot and are
professionals in energy sector have lived for a long time in their houses and know
their electrical appliances very good. They were ready to keep the displays
permanently in their homes but only if they get them without any cost.
The need to transfer electricity use data to a computer was also asked. Because
hourly data is available in Helen Sävelplus service there was no need to data
transfer.
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6

Feedback of appliance-specific electricity use based on
NIALM
NIALM (Non-Intrusive Appliance Load Monitoring) is a method for gathering
appliance-specific load data without individual recording meters on each
appliance. The NIALM approach allows for disaggregation of total site load from
measurements taken at the level of household revenue meter. Typically NIALM
system determines energy consumption of individual appliances based on detailed
analyses of changes in whole-house active and reactive power and voltage. These
changes are called appliance signatures.

6.1

Appliance signatures
The role of appliance signatures is the essence of the NIALM. Generally,
appliance signature can be defined as a measurable parameter of the total load that
gives information about the nature and operating state of an individual appliance
in the load. Signatures can be divided into intrusive and non-intrusive signatures.
Only the last ones are considered in this document. A non-intrusive signature is
one which can be measured by passively observing the normal operation of the
load, e.g., a step change in the measured power. Within the non-intrusive
signatures there is a natural dichotomy according to whether information about
the appliance state change is continuously present in the load as it operates
(“steady-state signatures”) or only briefly present during times of state transition
(“transient signatures”).
Steady-state signatures derive from the difference between steady-state properties
of operating states, calculated as the difference of powers between the operating
levels of the connected states (dP, dQ in fig.18). Steady-state signatures are much
easier to detect than transient signatures. The sampling rates and processing requirements necessary to detect a step change in power are far less demanding then
those required to capture and analyze a transient current spike. In the following a
step change in power or the transition of an appliance's operating state to another
state is labeled as an event and in an analogous way equipment able to detect these
events is called an event recorder.

OFF
P=0
Q=0

dP = (+/-) 1300
dQ = (+/-) 1250

ON
P = 1300 W
Q = 1250 VAr

Fig.18. An example of the operating states and state transitions of a two-state
appliance (one on- and one off-state)/Pihala 1998/.
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Power signature clusters of common single-phase home appliances are shown in
Fig. 19. Especially in the area of active power less than 200 W there are many
overlapping clusters.
More information about the state of the art of NIALM is available in reference
/Pihala 1/2011/ and appliance signatures in references /Pihala 1998/ and /Pihala
2012/.
dQ/VAr
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DW=dish washer
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0
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0
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500

750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750 3000
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Fig. 19. Power signature clusters of common home appliances (Rissanen 1998).

6.2

Event recording
The utility voltage fluctuates over time meaning that U is not constant but is time
dependent: U(t). Voltage contains both gradual and step changes due to factors
such as load dependent voltage drops in transmission lines and tap-changing
transformers. The actual voltage can vary within +/- 10 %. A linear device
plugged into this varying voltage supply will draw a current which also varies +/10 %. The power consumption will then vary by over +/- 20 %. In order to get rid
of this dependence and thus reduce the scattering within clusters, power must be
normalized to a fixed benchmark voltage Uref which is taken to be equal to the
rated phase voltage (230 V) of the network according to the following formulas
(Pihala 1998):
Pnorm(t) = Uref / U(t)
Qnorm(t) = Uref / U(t)

2
2

P(t) = 230 V / U(t) 2 P(t)
Q(t) = 230 V / U(t) 2 Q(t)

(1)
(2)

The normalized powers described in equations (1) and (2) are used as input to the
event detection algorithm which determines the times and sizes of all step-like
changes. Fig. 20 shows an example of on-event detection in a sample data. A key
requirement here is that the procedure must not be affected by start-up transients
which often accompany steps. The transient-passing step-change detector first
segments the normalized power values into periods in which the power is steady
and periods in which it is changing, as indicated by a two-dimensional power
signature in Fig. 20. A steady or stabile period is defined to be one of a certain
minimum length (e.g. time of two or three samples) in which the input does not
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vary more than a specified tolerance dPtol and dQtol in any component and in any
phase (3-phase system). The remaining periods, between the steady periods, are
defined to be the periods of change. Consecutive samples in steady periods are
averaged to minimize noise.

1400

1200

dP(event)
1000

Power
dP(tolerance)
800

Active power
Reactive power
600

dQ(event)

400

dQ(tolerance)
200

0
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2

3

4
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6

7

8

9
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Fig.20. Example of detecting a power event in sample data /Pihala 1998/.

6.3

Energy, power quality and power event recorder
The Finnish company, MX Electrix Oy, has developed a device which is able to
monitor energy consumption, power quality and power events (appliance
signatures). This eQL-meter (type EDFGL, Fig.21) is able to measure the
following values /Pihala 2/2011/:
•

Power values:
• active power(P+, P-)
• Fryze’s reactive power (Q+,Q-)
• 50 reactive power
• apparent power
• all power values one/three phase

•

Current values:
• phase currents
• current’s min/max (20 ms rms values)
• current’s max 20 ms rms value during voltage dip

•

Other values:
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•
•
•

frequency f
phased power factor PF
power failure

•

Voltage values:
• phase and main voltages
• flickering Pst
• voltage rise/dip registering
• voltage total harmonics distortion (THD)
• Udc component
• voltages asymmetry U2/U1, U0/U1
• voltage’s harmonic 3., 5. and 7.
• voltage’s max/min (100 ms rms values)
• voltage interruptions
• U2/U1 and U0/U1 values’ maximum during measuring sequency

•

Power events:
• timestamp and duration of event
• active and reactive power after the event
• voltage during the event
• volume and direction of change (active and reactive power)
• all variables measured from all three phases

Fig.21. Multipurpose electricity meter:
MX Electrix Oy, eQL-meter, type EDFGL
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6.4

eQL-meter reading system
Fig. 22 shows the whole eQL-metering system. Meters can be remotely read by
3G or TCP/IP. The data is transferred to eQL-Server in Pälkäne and stored in
eQLDB-database. It includes all energy, power quality and power signature data.
Different kind of application software is developed for analyzing this data.

Fig. 22 eQL-meter reading solution.

6.5

Applications based on eQL-meter
Power quality problems associated to certain appliances is possible to diagnose by
using the power quality data and power signature data registered by the eQLmeter at the same time. For example voltage dips are possible when appliances
switch on.
Electricity use of appliances can be disaggregated from total load based on
analysis of power signatures (on and off) of electrical appliances. Small power
appliances (less than 50 W), appliances always on at the same power level and
appliances changing power continuously can´t be monitored by NIALM based on
step change recording. The accuracy of calculating certain appliance energy use
from power signatures depends on the analysis method and the number of
appliances monitored at the same time as well as the supply system (single or
three-phase). The feedback channel of customers’ electricity use can be mobile
phone or pc.
Smart-grid support for demand response lets electricity service providers shed
loads during peak usage periods with minimal consumer inconvenience. Direct
load control is a strategy in which consumers enroll appliances, such as electric
water heaters, air conditioners, and electric vehicles, in a program to respond to
load-shed instructions in exchange for a discount on electricity prices or other
incentives. Direct control's effectiveness depends on the provider's ability to
verify that appliances respond to load-shed instructions. Nonintrusive load
monitoring, in which electric power meters identify loads generated by specific
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appliances, provides a practical strategy for load-shed verification in residences.
Nonintrusive load-shed verification simplifies the trust assumptions required for
direct-control deployment.
The activity of senior people in their homes can be followed based on the use of
electrical appliances. This kind of surveillance can be carried out by using NonIntrusive appliance load monitoring. Lights and kitchen appliances (cooker,
microwave oven, coffee machine) are good examples of appliances which every
household owns and which are typically manually switched on and off. The
activity of power signatures of these appliances can be followed by NIALM and
alarms can be generated if there are changes in these signatures. Reference /Pihala
3/2011/ gives a detail analysis of NIALM-data from three senior apartments.
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7

Summary
The awareness of electricity use in real-time is key for the user to make decisions
to effectively use electricity in home. For helping consumers in this task different
type of Consumer Energy Displays has been developed. These include a range of
devices and services, such as In Home Displays (IHD's), real-time online user
interfaces (UI's) and Smartphone applications. The purpose of all of these is to
collect accurate, real-time information on the customer’s energy usage and feed
this back to the customer while also helping them understand their usage and how
they can better manage it.
According to the international pilots, IHD type systems resulted in the highest
energy savings in comparison with the other feedback channels. The other
channels for feedback, webpage, and informative bills produced almost equal
consumption reduction levels. Quite possibly, the key advantage the IHD offers
over the remaining channels for feedback is the almost real-time and visible
aspects of the delivery of feedback.
Generally IHDs can be classified into standalone systems and systems which are
connected to AMM. If the standalone IHD is based only on current measurements,
then the display shows the total power which differ from active power and the
error depends on the actual voltage level and power factor. IHD which is
connected to AMM can also transmit information to customer panel from the
system of Distribution System Operator. This kind of IHD (Landis+Gyr:
ecoMeter) was tested in dynamic load control pilot of Helen Electricity Network.
All three users were satisfied with ecoMeter. Generally users who are familiar
with energy issues benefit most of IHDs because they can understand more deeply
the real-time information of IHD.
Appliance-specific energy use data is most informative for the user. This data is
not available when using IHD although in EnergyWatch system (Vattenfall) this
information is tried to generate to some extent. Systems which are based on NonIntrusive Appliance Load Monitoring can give also appliance-specific energy use
data, but a special recorder is needed and they are still at development level.
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